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4HE RD  3ANTA &E 3YMPOSIUM ON *EWELRY -ANUFACTURING 
4ECHNOLOGY WILL BE HELD ON    -AY  IN !LBUQUERQUE 
.- 53! WWWSANTAFESYMPOSIUMORG 
EMAIL MARKETING RIOGRANDECOM 
ST .ORTH !MERICAN #ATALYSIS 3OCIETY -EETING TO  
BE HELD IN 3AN &RANCISCO #ALIFORNIA    *UNE   
WWWNAMORG 6ISIT THE 7ORLD 'OLD #OUNCIL 3TAND
4HE TH )#1# WILL BE HELD AT (ELSINKI ON     
*UNE 
'/,$  4HE TH )NTERNATIONAL #ONFERENCE ON GOLD 
SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATIONS WILL BE HELD AT THE 
5NIVERSITY OF (EIDELBERG (EIDELBERG 'ERMANY  ON    *ULY 
 3EE CONFERENCE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS AND REGISTRATION 
WWWGOLDORG 
%UROPA#AT )8 #ATALYSIS FOR A SUSTAINABLE 7ORLD TO BE HELD  
IN 3ALAMANCA 3PAIN FROM  !UGUST TO  3EPTEMBER  
HTTPWWWEUROPACATEU
4HE RD )NTERNATIONAL 3YMPOSIUM ON ±!DVANCED  
-ICRO AND -ESOPOROUS -ATERIALS²    3EPTEMBER 	 
WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE IN !LBENA ON THE "ULGARIAN "LACK 3EA 
COAST IN THE NORTH OF THE CITY OF 6ARNA  
HTTPMICROINNOSLABCOM 
)NTERNATIONAL 3YMPOSIUM ON #ATALYST $EACTIVATION  
TO BE HELD IN $ELFT 4HE .ETHERLANDS FROM    /CTOBER 
 -ORE INFORMATION FROM THE WEBSITE
WWWCATDEACTCOM
)-!03 4OPICAL 7ORKSHOP  ON )NTELLIGENT 5SES OF 0RECIOUS 
-ETALS IN -ICROELECTRONICS    .OVEMBER  3AN *OSE 
#ALIFORNIA 53!  
HTTPWWWIMAPSORGPRECIOUSMETALS  
CONTACT *ACKKI -ORRIS*OYNER BY EMAIL AT JMORRIS IMAPSORG  
OR BY PHONE AT 
 
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
'OING 'REEN TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY IN CONSERVATION
&RIDAY  !PRIL  4HE "RITISH -USEUM #LORE %DUCATION 
#ENTRE #ONSERVATORS AND THEIR COLLEAGUES ARE RESPONDING TO 
THE NEED TO REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THEIR 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 3UCH EFFORTS MAY ALSO ANTICIPATE 
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS GIVEN NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL 
COMMITMENTS TO REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS 4HE $EPARTMENT 
OF #ONSERVATION AND 3CIENTI½C 2ESEARCH AT THE "RITISH 
-USEUM WILL HOST A ONEDAY MEETING IN !PRIL  'OING 
'REEN TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY IN CONSERVATION WHICH WILL 
ALLOW PROFESSIONALS TO DEMONSTRATE AND SHARE BEST PRACTICE 
4HIS MEETING AIMS TO SHOW EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL PRACTICAL 
ADAPTATION TO INCREASE SUSTAINABILITY WITHIN THE CONSERVATION 
STUDIO AS WELL AS THE BROADER ASPECTS OF COLLECTIONS CARE
&OR FURTHER DETAILS REGISTRATION 	 AND CALL FOR PAPERS 
PLEASE GO TO
HTTPWWWBRITISHMUSEUMORGWHATS?ONEVENTS?CALENDAR
GOING?GREENASPX 
.ANOTECH  4HE .34) .ANOTECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE AND 
TRADE SHOW WILL BE HELD ON    -AY  AT (OUSTON 4EXAS 
53! 7ORLD 'OLD #OUNCIL WILL HAVE A STAND AT THIS CONFERENCE 
#ONTACT WWWNSTIORG.ANOTECH
!525-  ±AUTHENTICATION AND ANALYSIS OF GOLD WORK² 
WORKSHOP WILL TAKE PLACE IN 0ARIS AT THE #2-& IN THE ,OUVRE 
0ALACE FROM -ONDAY  -AY TO 7EDNESDAY  -AY  
4HE AIM OF THIS WORKSHOP IS TO CONSIDER THE MAIN APPLICATIONS 
OF SCIENTI½C TECHNIQUES USED TO STUDY MANUFACTURE AND 
CIRCULATION OF ANCIENT GOLD ARTEFACTS AND COINAGES /NE DAY IS 
TOTALLY DEDICATED TO A SPECIAL SESSION ON THE DIFFERENT ASPECTS 
OF FORGERY TRADE AND AUTHENTICATION OF GOLD WORK ! ½RST FULL 
ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS WITH THE DIFFERENT SCIENTI½C 
TOPICS WILL BE SENT OUT IN *UNE  4HE NUMBER OF 
PARTICIPANTS IS LIMITED TO 
